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November 2018 Inflation
Nigeria inflation flat as core inflation eases

NIGERIA | ECONOMIC RESEARCH

Nigeria’s inflation came in flat m/m at 11.3% y/y, also in line with Consensus
estimate albeit behind Vetiva forecast of 11.4% y/y. Month-on-month (m/m)
inflation inched up from 0.7% to 0.8%, but we note that this level is still
relatively manageable in the long run as it translates to 10% annual inflation.
The rise in m/m inflation was driven by food prices, which were up 0.9% m/m
(October: 0.8% m/m) and 13.3% y/y (October: 13.3% y/y). Meanwhile, Core
inflation printed at 0.7% m/m (October: 0.8% m/m) and 9.8% y/y (October:
9.9% y/y).
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Conflict, currency, minimum wage may change inflation trend
Domestic food prices have benefitted from the main harvest season in Q4’18,
but we are unsure about the sustainability of food price stability given the
effect of 2017/2018 herdsmen attacks and flooding on farming livelihoods in
the Middle Belt. Meanwhile, imported food inflation has been sticky at 1.2%
m/m, even though the FAO Food Price Index hit multi-year lows in November.
Finally, we note that potential currency instability (for example, through a
wider spread between official and parallel market rates) could pressure
imported food prices and hamper disinflation trend.
Annual core inflation has stabilized at a single digit level for the past three
months, indicating a material improvement in Nigeria’s underlying pricing
environment in 2018. Moreover, core prices are yet to show any effect of
anticipated 2019 election spending, though we expect this impact to be most
felt at the turn of the year. As energy prices are projected to remain stable
through 2019, the main pressure point is the likely minimum wage hike which
could trigger a wage-price spiral and induce some demand-pull inflation.
Slightly higher inflation expected in 2019
Given the improvement in food and core inflation recorded over the course of
the year, we would have been cautiously optimistic about inflation heading
into 2019. However, this outlook is clouded by our expectations of a minimum
wage hike sometime and likely naira weakening later in 2019. As a result,
our forecast for 2019 average inflation in our base scenario is 12.6%, above
projected 2018 average of 12.2% y/y (December: 11.6% y/y). Our bear and
bull forecasts for 2019 are 13.4% y/y and 10.3% y/y respectively.
2019 Inflation scenarios
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Inflation is calculated by looking at
corresponding numbers of the Consumer
Price Index (CPI). The CPI is a measure
that examines the weighted average of
prices of a basket of consumer goods and
services over time, relative to a base year.
The current base year for the Nigerian CPI
is 2009. Annual inflation for a month is
computed by comparing the percentage
change in the CPI figure for that month in
the two comparison years.
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herein. No reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information contained in this report as it has
not been verified by the research analyst(s) involved or the companies whose securities have been referred to except as otherwise
disclosed. Neither Vetiva nor any of its officers or employees including the research analyst(s) warrant or represent the accuracy or
completeness of information set out in this report.
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shall not accept liability for any loss arising from the use of this report or its contents in making investment decisions or
recommendations. This report provides general information only.
It is not intended to provide personal investment advice and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial
situation and the particular needs of any specific person. Investments and securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for
all investors and certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them. Users of this research report
should independently determine the suitability and evaluate the investment risks associated with investments and securities discussed
in this report. All investors are solely responsible for their investment decisions. Any decision to purchase or subscribe for securities
in any offering must be based solely on existing public information on such security or the information in the prospectus or other
offering document issued in connection with such offering, and not on this report. Vetiva, through business units other than Vetiva
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different conclusions from, the information presented in this report.
Such ideas or recommendations reflect the different time frames, assumptions, views and analytical methods of the persons who
prepared them, and Vetiva is under no obligation to ensure that such other trading ideas or recommendations are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this report. Vetiva may make investment decisions or take proprietary positions that are inconsistent
with the recommendations or views in this report. To the extent that this report discusses any legal proceeding or issue, it has not
been prepared as nor is it intended to express any legal conclusion, opinion or advice. Information relating to the tax status of
companies whose securities are discussed in this report is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to provide tax
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